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Laser-generated plasma plume expansion: Combined continuous-microscopic modeling

Tatiana E. Itina,* Jörg Hermann, Philippe Delaporte, and Marc Sentis
Laboratoire Lasers, Plasmas et Procede´s Photoniques, LP3-FRE 2165 CNRS, Faculte´ des Sciences de Luminy, Case 917,

13288 Marseille, Cedex 9, France
~Received 15 January 2002; published 12 December 2002!

The physical phenomena involved in the interaction of a laser-generated plasma plume with a background
gas are studied numerically. A three-dimensional combined model is developed to describe the plasma plume
formation and its expansion in vacuum or into a background gas. The proposed approach takes advantages of
both continuous and microscopic descriptions. The simulation technique is suitable for the simulation of
high-rate laser ablation for a wide range of background pressure. The model takes into account the mass
diffusion and the energy exchange between the ablated and background species, as well as the collective
motion of the ablated species and the background-gas particles. The developed approach is used to investigate
the influence of the background gas on the expansion dynamics of the plume obtained during the laser ablation
of aluminum. At moderate pressures, both plume and gas compressions are weak and the process is mainly
governed by the diffusive mixing. At higher pressures, the interaction is determined by the plume-gas pressure
interplay, the plume front is strongly compressed, and its center exhibits oscillations. In this case, the snow-
plough effect takes place, leading to the formation of a compressed gas layer in front of the plume. The
background pressure needed for the beginning of the snowplough effect is determined from the plume and gas
density profiles obtained at various pressures. Simulation results are compared with experimentally measured
density distributions. It is shown that the calculations suggest localized formation of molecules during reactive
laser ablation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.066406 PACS number~s!: 52.38.Mf, 02.60.Cb
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, pulsed laser ablation has foun
number of applications in such fields as laser treatmen
surfaces, pulsed laser deposition~PLD! of thin films, mass
spectrometry, and nanotechnology@1–3#. The further devel-
opment of these applications requires a better understan
of the mechanisms of laser-solid interaction, of the format
of a plasma plume, and of its expansion under vacuum o
the presence of a background gas. Numerous experim
have been performed demonstrating the complexity of
physical processes involved in the laser ablation phen
enon @4–11#. To explain the experimentally observed pr
cesses, a number of analytical and numerical models h
been proposed@12–33#. These models provided rich scien
tific information about the properties of the ablated particl
plasma content, and the dynamics of the laser plume ex
sion.

Two extreme cases of either very low or relatively hi
background pressure are considered in most theoretical s
ies of laser plume expansion. The plume expansion
vacuum can be described as self-similar adiabatic@12,34#. At
a pressure of some pascals, the expansion is governe
diffusion, ablated particles are thermalized in collisions w
the background gas, and collective effects of the plum
background-gas interaction can be disregarded@10,21,22#. In
this case, the plume expansion process can be divided
two stages:~i! the plume formation and~ii ! the propagation
of the ablated species through a background gas. A com
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nation of two Monte Carlo techniques~direct Monte Carlo
and random trajectories! was shown to be effective for th
calculation of the particle transport up to a distance of s
eral centimeters from the irradiated target@22#. In another
extreme case of ambient pressure as high as some hun
of pascals, shock waves were shown to be produced du
the plume expansion into background gases@34,35#. The for-
mation and propagation of these shock waves are found t
satisfactorily described by the analytical ‘‘blast-wave,’’ o
‘‘point explosion’’ model@35# that disregards the energy dis
sipation and particle diffusion. In addition, both one- a
two-dimensional numerical models were proposed to
scribe the dynamics of shock wave formation and propa
tion for plasma expansion in high-pressure background ga
@27,28,30#.

Only a few studies were undertaken to describe the plu
expansion at intermediate background pressures~between 10
and 100 Pa!. This case is the most complicated one beca
of the importance of the collective effects leading to t
compression of both the plume and the gas, as well as to
plume-gas diffusion. Adiabatic models cannot be appli
and the plume-gas mass and energy exchange shoul
taken into account. To describe the plume propagation un
such conditions, a phenomenological drag model@36# was
proposed, which uses fitting parameters. In another mo
collision effects were introduced into a system of ga
dynamical equations, thus allowing the description of t
plume splitting and of its edge heating@32#. An analytical
model that considers plume-gas energy exchange was,
thermore, proposed for spherical laser plume expansion
the intermediate pressure regime@29#. This model explained
the interaction between the plume and the background ga
terms of the formation of internal and external shock wav
but disregarded the plume-gas mixing. For three-dimensio
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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expansion, a system of Navier-Stokes gas-dynamical e
tions together with Fourier’s law for the heat-conductive fl
and Fick’s equation for diffusion fluxes@33# was solved nu-
merically. The numerical solution provided a wealth of info
mation about the first 1–2ms of the plasma plume expan
sion. Gas-dynamical models are, however, invalid when
velocity distribution of the ablated particles deviates fro
the Maxwellian distribution. As a result, they cannot co
rectly be applied for the regions of strong density gradien
In addition, diffusive processes are not satisfactorily d
scribed by the continuous gas dynamics@33#, and the shock
front thickness is frequently underestimated. The mixing
the ablated species with the background gas cannot be r
ously studied with these models. The latter process, howe
always takes place at the later stage of the plume expan
and strongly influences the properties of the ablated spe
In addition, an effective mixing between the ablated a
background particles is indispensable in the reactive la
ablation, because it provides the conditions required for
formation of the reactive products.

The difficulties of the gas-dynamical description of t
diffusive processes are avoided in direct simulation Mo
Carlo~DSMC! method@23,25,37–39#. In this method, physi-
cal space is subdivided into a system of cells, where the
size is determined by the mean free path of the particle
representative number of molecular collisions should be
culated for each cell. As a result, this method is computati
ally effective if the Knudsen number (Kn5 l /L, where l is
the mean free path andL is a characteristic length! is not
very small. During the laser plume expansion, howeve
very strong variation of the Knudsen number~typically, from
;1025 to 1! takes place. When the DSMC is used to sim
late the plume expansion process, most of the compute
sources are used to calculate only the initial stage of
expansion, which lasts for several laser pulse durations
the presence of a background gas, additional collisions
tween the plume and the background-gas molecules sh
be considered. Furthermore, the method does not des
ion formation and recombination that are particularly sign
cant at the beginning of the plume expansion. As a result,
DSMC becomes computationally expensive~in terms of
computer memory and calculation time! in the case of high-
rate laser ablation in the presence of a background gas
pressure more than;10 Pa@40#.

To our knowledge, no universal model has been propo
to effectively study the different regimes of the plume expa
sion. We believe that a combination of different approac
can decrease a number of model limitations. Therefore
the present paper, we propose a hybrid method, which c
bines both continuous and microscopic descriptions of la
induced plasma expansion. The developed approach is a
cable for plume expansions in different backgrou
pressures, ranging from vacuum up to the regime of str
shock waves. The method is particularly useful for study
the transitional background pressure regime. It takes ad
tage both of the gas-dynamical description of the plume
the early stage, and of the DSMC simulation at the late st
of the plume expansion, avoiding the above-described c
lenging issues of these techniques. As a result, the expan
06640
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of a high-density plume in the presence of a background
can be tackled during a time as long as 5–10ms at ambient
gas pressures from 0 to some hundreds of pascals. Usin
capacities of the proposed model, different regimes of
plume expansion are determined as a function of the ba
ground pressure. Such effects as plume deceleration
snowplowing, plume-gas mixing, backscattering of t
ejected particles, and their interaction with the irradiated s
face are investigated.

To validate the model, and to investigate the plume
pansion under different background pressures, we use la
induced fluorescence spectroscopy of the plume species.
technique allows one to measure ground-state number de
ties of atoms and molecules in plasma plumes@41#. In the
present paper, the ablation of metal targets in the presenc
oxygen background gas is investigated. Three-dimensio
number density mapping of plasma species are performed
different values of the background pressure. Fluoresce
probing of the diatomic oxide molecules formed as a res
of the interaction of the ablated species with the oxyg
background is used to visualize the zones of the strong m
ing of metal atoms with oxygen molecules. The obtain
experimental results are explained based on the nume
simulation.

II. NUMERICAL MODELING: COMBINED
LARGE-PARTICLE-DSMC METHOD

A. General considerations

Previous studies showed that during the early stage of
plume development and expansion, the plume—backgro
gas diffusion is negligible, and energy exchange can be
regarded@33,30#. Because diffusion and dissipation presen
challenge in the continuum modeling approach, the key i
of the proposed simulation method is to combine the c
tinuum gas-dynamical modeling for the initial stage of t
plume expansion with the direct Monte Carlo simulation
the ablated flux into a background gas at the later stage

The developed model is three dimensional and uses a
symmetry. We assume that a laser beam with radiusR0 and
pulse durationt interacts with a plane target (z<0). The
half spacez.0 is filled by a background gas~pressurePb ,
densityrb). Under laser irradiation, the target absorbs a p
of the laser energy, the target material is heated and abl
forming a laser plume near the target surface.

B. First stage of plasma plume expansion: The method
of large particles

At the first stage, we consider the plasma plume a
nonviscous and non-heat-conductive vapor containing ato
ions, and electrons. In the plume, the temperature of e
trons, Te , deviates from that of ions and neutrals,Ta , be-
cause of the slow rate of energy transfer between elect
and heavy particles. Based on these considerations, we a
an approach of one-fluid two-temperature gas dynamics
describe the movement of the laser plume. In this case,
system of gas-dynamical equations can be written in the
vergent form as follows~the plume expands along theZ
axis!:
6-2
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]r

]t
1div~rWW !50, ~1!

]r U

]t
1div~rUWW !1

]P

]z
50, ~2!

]r V

]t
1div~rVWW !1

]P

]r
50, ~3!

]r Ea

]t
1div~rEaWW !1div~PaWW !5Qei1Qea, ~4!

]r E

]t
1div~rEWW !1div~PWW !52F, ~5!

E5«a1«e1uWW u2/2, Ea5«auWW u2/2, ~6!

P5Pa1Pe , Pa5~g21!r«a , Pe5~g21!re«e ,
~7!

wherer is the density,U andV are theZ andR components
of the velocity vectorWW , g is the specific heat ratio,«a is the
thermal energy of ions and neutrals,«e is the thermal energy
of the electron gas, andPa andPe are the partial pressures o
the heavy~ions and neutrals! and light ~electrons! gases. In
Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, Qei andQea describe the energy exchang
between the electron gas and the gas composed of ions
neutrals, andF is the energy lost by electrons for ionizatio
In Eqs. ~1!–~7!, a local thermodynamic equilibrium is as
sumed, and ideal-gas equations of state are used.

To solve numerically the system~1!–~7! we use the
method of large particles~LP! adapted to the case of lase
solid interaction@30,42,43#. The advantages of this metho
are the uncoupling of physical processes and the comb
tion of the Euler and Lagrange approaches, which gives
possibility of following initial plume expansion into a back
ground gas in an affordable computer time. In the pres
model, for simplicity, we consider only singly charged ion
and use the equilibrium ionization-recombination kineti
Photoionization and photorecombination processes, as
as any kind of laser-vapor interaction are neglected.

The heat obtained by ions and atoms in elastic collisi
with electrons is

Qei1Qea5
2me

m

3

2
k~Te2Ta!ne~nei1nea!, ~8!

where me is the electron mass,ne is the electron numbe
density, andnei andneaare the mean frequencies of electro
ion ~ei! and electron-atom~ea! collisions, respectively@34#.
The collision frequencies are

nei5
4~2p!1/2nie

4LC

3me
1/2~kTe!

3/2 , ~9!

nea5
c̄Snane

2
, ~10!
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whereLC is the Coulomb logarithm,c̄ is the average relative
velocity, andS is the electron-atom collision cross sectio
The energy lost by electrons for ionization,

F5
2nena« ikei

3
, ~11!

where

kei52
~2pmekTe!

3/2

h3ne
krecexpS 2

« i

Te
D , ~12!

is thee-impact ionization rate constant and

krec5
4p~2p!1/2

9

e10

me
1/2~kTe!

9/2ne ~13!

is the three-body recombination constant@33,34#.
Initial boundary conditions at the surfacez50 are calcu-

lated as a heat source resulting from the absorption of
laser radiation corresponding to a laser pulse with a Gaus
temporal shape and pulse durationt. The thermal evapora
tion model is used, so that the vapor pressure at the surfa
obtained from the Clasius-Clapeyron equation@15#. The tem-
perature distribution along the laser-irradiated area is
sumed to be uniform. The electron gas temperature at
beginning is set to be higher than that of heavy atoms,
cause electrons absorb laser radiation. The initial flow
rameters atz50 and r ,R0 are calculated using the jum
conditions at the Knudsen layer boundary@44,45#. The flow
velocity at the Knudsen layer boundaryUK is assumed to be
equal to the velocity of soundaK , so that the Mach numbe
M51 atz50 @45#. For one-atomic vapor (g5 5

3 ), the Knud-
sen layer parameters areTK50.65TS , nK50.62nS , UK
51.31TS , where indexS refers to the parameters at the su
face, andK to the border of the Knudsen layer.

The large-particle calculations are performed until a c
tain time t0 , and then, the motion of the ablated and bac
ground species is followed by using a microscopic Mon
Carlo method. On one hand, the switch timet0 should be
long enough for the plume density to diminish by seve
orders of magnitude with respect to the initial values. As
result of the plume expansion, the characteristic Knud
number drops down to the values required for the effect
application of the DSMC method. Moreover, thet0 should be
long enough to account for the ionization-recombination p
cesses in the plasma plume. On the other hand, the sw
time should be short enough, such that the mass diffus
and the heat exchange between the plume and the b
ground gas are insignificant duringt0 .

C. Second stage of plume expansion into a background gas:
Direct simulation Monte Carlo

At t.t0 , the ablated plume expansion into a backgrou
gas is calculated using the DSMC method@37#. In this
method, gas flows are modeled by a representative ense
of atoms or molecules~typically from 103 to 106). The
DSMC procedure uses the uncoupling of the molecular m
tion and the intermolecular collisions. The method has
6-3
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same limitations as kinetic theory of gases, which includ
the Boltzmann equation. The principal limitations are t
assumption of molecular chaos and requirement of a di
gas. The details of the method can be found in Ref.@37# and
below we only briefly describe the procedure.

The simulated region is divided into a network of ax
cells, each cell containing four subcells. The subcell dim
sions are smaller than the local mean free path, and incr
with the distance from the target and from the plume ax
The time is incremented by discrete steps,Dt. Because the
laser plume expands and its density drops rapidly with tim
the size of the simulated region, the cell dimensions, and
time step are increased six times during the simulati
Simulation particles are introduced randomly based on
spatial distributions of ablated particle and gas number d
sities obtained from the large-particle simulation. The velo
ties of the ablated atoms and ambient gas molecules
sampled from the local Maxwellian distribution using tem
perature and flow velocity distributions obtained from the
simulation. Weighing factors are used to decrease the st
tical error in cells that are close to the plume axis.

The intermolecular collisions are calculated using a
time counter~NTC! schema@37#. In this method, the follow-
ing number of collision pairs:

NP5~1/2!NSN̄SQ~sTcr !maxDt/VC ~14!

are selected from each cell during one time step, whereNS

and N̄S are, respectively, the instantaneous and the ave
number of simulated molecules in the cell,cr is the relative
speed of the colliding particles,sT is the collision cross sec
tion, (sTcr)max stands for the maximum product in the ce
andVC is the cell volume. The factorQ defines the numbe
of real particles represented by each simulated molecule
that collision frequencies in the simulation are identical
the real ones. Each collision is computed with the probabi

P5
sTcr

~sTcr !max
. ~15!

The procedure is species independent and the NTC meth
best applied to all species as a single group.

For computing the postcollision velocities, a variable ha
sphere model~VHS! is used@37#. This model realistically
describes the temperature exponent of the coefficient of
cosity. Unlike the well-known hard sphere model, the dia
eter of VHS molecules depends on the relative velocity

d5dref~cr ref /cr !
y, ~16!

where the subscript ref denotes reference values, andy is a
parameter determined by the viscosity temperature po
law. In the inelastic collisions with diatomic molecules, t
internal~rotational! modes of the molecules are described
a Larsen-Borgnakke model@37#.

Microscopic boundary conditions are specified by the
havior of the individual particles, rather than in terms of t
distribution function. The interaction of the backscattered
oms with the target follows the Cercignani-Lampis-Lo
~CLL! model @37#.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum gar-
net! ~266 nm! laser ~Quantel, Brilliant! with pulse duration
t55 ns and laser energy of 15 mJ was used for target a
tion in the laser-induced fluorescence experiments~Fig. 1!.
The pulse repetition rate was 0.3 Hz, and the laser beam
focused onto a spot with radiusR050.15 mm. Metal targets
~Al and Ti! were placed in a vacuum chamber, which w
evacuated to a residual pressure of about 0.1 Pa. During
irradiation, the pumping rate was reduced and a backgro
gas (O2) was introduced. The background pressure was v
ied from 1 to 70 Pa. The target was rotated to avoid drillin
The probe laser beam was delivered by a XeCl excimer la
pumping a tunable dye laser. By using the Coumarin 307
laser, the system generated pulses of 20 ns duration an
mJ energy at 500 nm. A beam expander was used to tr
form the probe laser beam in a thin plane section of
340 mm2 dimension as shown in Fig. 1. The fluorescen
signal was captured using a focusing lens and a fast inte
fied charge coupled device~ICCD! with a 50-ns gate. The
synchronization between ablating laser, probe laser,
ICCD was ensured by using theQ-switch trigger output of
the Nd:YAG laser. The gate was set to a time delay cor
sponding to the maximum intensity of fluorescence emiss
To enhance the signal to noise ratio, data acquisition w
performed by averaging the signal over several ablat
events. More details about the experimental procedure ca
found elsewhere@41#.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation parameters and basic assumptions

The developed combined LP-DMCS method is used
the calculations of the laser ablation of aluminum in the pr
ence of an oxygen background gas. Laser parameters ar
to be the similar to these in the experiments. The parame
defining thermal properties of the irradiated target are
same as in Ref.@46#. The ambient gas is assumed to be
standard temperature. Large-particle calculations are
formed till t0510t550 ns, and then the DMCS method
used. The calculation parameters used in the second
~DMCS! are presented in Table I@47#. Here, the van der
Waals radius is used for aluminum, as a reference diam

FIG. 1. Geometry of laser-induced fluorescence measureme
6-4
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In most of the calculation, the accommodation coefficie
which is used for the CLL interaction with the target, is set
be 0.5. In addition, several calculations are also perform
with diffuse reflection of the backscattered particles from
surface. In the DSMC part, the number of simulated partic
is increased from 63104 at the beginning to about 83106 at
2.5 ms. About 200 runs are performed in each DSMC cal
lation, and the results are averaged afterwards to obta
satisfactory precision. By using the LP-DSMC method,
plume dynamics is followed till 6.3ms under ambient pres
sure from 0.07 to 70 Pa.

For simplicity, chemical reactions are not included in t
present model. In the presence of oxygen, chemical p
cesses take place both on the metal surface and during
plume expansion. The processes in the laser plume inc
the dissociation of the molecules, as well as the oxidation
aluminum and oxygen recombination. The heat released
absorbed during the reactions influences the dynamics o
laser plume expansion@23#. For example, chemical reaction
were shown to broaden the angular distributions of the

FIG. 2. Contour maps of the calculated spatial distribution of
plume number density as a function of time obtained in calcula
with oxygen pressurePb50.7 Pa.~a! t50.6ms, ~b! t51.5ms, and
~c! t52.7ms.

TABLE I. Parameters used in the DSMC calculations.

Al O2

Reference diameterdref ~Å! 4.10 3.96
Molecular weight~amu! 26.98 32.00
Viscosity temperature power 0.80 0.77

law constant,s50.51y
06640
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lated species. These processes also lead to the increase
plume temperature, if exothermic processes~i.e., the recom-
bination reaction! prevail during laser plume expansion. As
result, the plume energy and velocity can differ from t
calculated values. Despite the limitations of the pres
model, the calculations describe the dynamics of the la
plume expansion and plume-gas mixing because m
plume-gas interaction features are not strongly affected
the chemical processes@48#.

B. Plume interaction with background gas: Three pressure
regimes

Figures 2–4 visualize the dynamics of the plume exp
sion in the presence of a background gas. Three oxygen p
sure values,P50.7, 13, and 70 Pa, are picked up to sho
three typical regimes of the plume-gas interaction. These
gimes can be also observed in Fig. 5, which shows the mo
ment of the plume edge and center, as well as the positio
the background density peak and minimum. These figu
demonstrate the dynamics of the plume-gas interaction
mixing as a function of the background pressure.

~i! At low pressures~Fig. 2!, the mean free path of ablate
particles in the ambient gas,l ab , is on the order of severa
centimeters. As a result, a strong expansion of the plum
observed, and no compressed layer is formed, neither in
plume, nor in the background gas. The leading edge of
plume moves away from the target with a practically co
stant velocity (;1.33104 m/s in our case!, whereas the ve-
locity of the plume center is almost one order of the mag
tude smaller (;1.73103 m/s) @Fig. 5~a!#. The plume density
drops down rapidly, so that the background gas can easily
up the region previously occupied by the plume.

e
n

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but forPb513 Pa.
6-5
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~ii ! At intermediate pressures~Fig. 3!, the plume expan-
sion is similar to that in the first case at the beginning~until
t;1 ms in our case!, and then the plume starts being dec
erated. The deceleration begins when plume dimensions
come comparable withl ab ( l ab;5 mm atPb513 Pa). If the
mean free path of the ablated atoms in the plume is sma
than the plume dimensions, ablated atoms interact with e
other, and collective effects start playing a role. The plu
edge decelerates and stops when the plume dimension
come comparable with the mean free path (t;2.5ms) @Fig.
5~b!#. The plume center is decelerated at about the sa
time. The gas density peak rises at the beginning of the
pansion and then decreases, continuously propagating
ward from the target@Fig. 5~d!#. Later ~at t.2.7ms), the
plume expansion is mainly governed by a strong mutual
fusion of the species.

~iii ! When pressure is further increased~Fig. 4!, the
plume-background interaction leads to the so-calledsnow-
plough effect. The ablated material pushes the ambient
away from the target as long as the pressure in the plu
overcomes that of the background gas. As a result, both
ablated material and the ambient gas are compressed.
plume compression and deceleration can be seen alrea

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 2, but forPb570 Pa. The distribu-
tions are obtained at~a! t50.6ms, ~b! t51.5ms, ~c! t52.7ms,
and ~d! t56.3ms from the beginning of the laser pulse.
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t50.6ms. At a certain time (t;2.5ms), the plume pressure
becomes equal to the background pressure, the plume s
and its energy is dissipated by the interaction of the co
pressed plume zone with the compressed background ga
a result of the interaction, the plume pulsates backward
equilibrates@Fig. 4~b!#. The plume center goes back, thu
preventing the background gas from filling up the regi

FIG. 5. ~a!–~c! Time evolution of theZ position of the plume
center~h!, of the plume edge~o!, of the gas edge~m!, and of the
gas peak~.!. The presented values are calculated near the plu
axis. ~a! Oxygen pressurePb50.7 Pa, ~b! Pb513 Pa, ~c! Pb

570 Pa.~d! Time evolution of the gas peak number density for tw
different oxygen pressures,Pb513 and 70 Pa.
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LASER-GENERATED PLASMA PLUME EXPANSION: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066406 ~2002!
initially occupied by the plume. After being equilibrated, a
if there is still enough energy, the plume will move outwa
@28#. The plume edge exhibits oscillations@Fig. 5~c!#
@28,25,29#, whereas the peak of the background density g
away continuously, and its value does not decrease@Fig.
5~d!#.

Figure 6 clearly demonstrates how the plume-gas mix
changes with pressure. Here, we follow the time evolution
the effective length of the plume-gas mixing zone,DZ
5Zpe2Zge, whereZpe is the position of the plume front, o
the Z position where the plume density becomes negligib
and Zge is the position of the gas edge. It can be observ
that at negligible pressure, the size of the mixing zone ri
almost linearly with time. At the intermediate gas pressu
DZ increases rapidly until the beginning of the decelerat
~;3 ms!, and then stabilizes. At higher pressures, oscillatio
can be observed in the time evolution ofDZ.

A similar difference in the time evolution of the ground
state atom number density is revealed in the experiments
different background-gas pressures@41#. The experimental
results also demonstrate the snowplough effect at an oxy
pressure of 70 Pa. When decreasing the O2 pressure to 13 Pa
the plume expansion mode changes, the process bec
diffusionlike, and no considerable snowplowing is observ
at the plume edge.

C. The influence of the background gas on axial profiles of the
plume density and flow velocity

The calculated axial profiles of the aluminum numb
density and flow velocity are shown in Figs. 7~a!–7~f!. The
comparison of the dependencies obtained at different oxy
pressures shows that the background gas affects the p
evolution in two major ways:~i! the plume edge is decele
ated so that a density peak appears near it and~ii ! the axial
flow velocity decreases, and a ‘‘plateau’’ appears at
plume center in its axial distribution. The flow velocity di
tribution at Pb513 Pa demonstrate that most of the plum
species move with almost the same flow velocity, and
plume expansion is decreased. The flow velocity, howe
rises near the plume ‘‘edge’’~where density goes to zero! at
this pressure. The flow velocity seems to be higher in th
regions because only rapid ablated particles propagate

FIG. 6. Effective length of the plume-gas mixing zone,DZ
5Zpe2Zge, as a function of time for three background pressure
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these distances. AtPb570 Pa, the flow velocity is consider
ably smaller, and it decreases near the plume edge, indica
the plume ‘‘confinement’’ by the gas. In this case, due to
snowplough effect, even the most rapid ablated particles c
not propagate through the compressed layer.

The calculation results agree with the experimental obs
vations. The measured axial distributions of the number d
sity of ground-state species~Fig. 8! change similarly with
time as the calculated dependencies. The density of the
lated species decreases with time, and an abrupt decay c

.

FIG. 7. Calculated axial distributions of the number density~a!–
~c! and axial flow velocity~d!–~f! at t50.6ms ~* !, 1.5ms ~h!, 2.7
ms ~d!, and 6.3ms ~L! from the beginning of the laser pulse
Simulation results presented in~a! and ~d! are obtained withPb

50.7 Pa. Simulation results shown in~b! and~c! are obtained with
Pb513 Pa.~c! and ~f! correspond toPb570 Pa.

FIG. 8. Experimental axial distributions of ground-state popu
tion densities of the plume species as a function of distance f
the target at different times. HerePb513 Pa,~a! Ti and ~b! AlO.
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observed in the distributions near the plume edge. The sp
distribution of the reactively produced AlO species has
maximum at the region of the plume-gas mixing. Contrar
to the time evolution of the density of the ablated species,
density of the ground-state AlO molecules increases du
the observation time.

The background pressure, which is needed for the be
ning of the snowplow, can be determined from the axial d
sity distributions calculated for different background pre
sures. Figure 9 shows only the beginning of the g
compression (t51 ms), whereas Fig. 10 presents the den
ties at a later time (t52.7ms). WhenPb57 Pa, a compres
sion ~second maximum! starts appearing in thenAl(Z) distri-
bution at 1 ms, indicating the plume splitting@32#. The
ambient gas density peak is small at this pressure. With
increase in pressure, more and more ablated material c
poses the compressed plume region. The peak in
background-gas density becomes well pronounced atPb
570 Pa, and this pressure can be considered as the
needed for the snowplow effect.

The ambient pressure required for the appearance of
snowplough effect depends on a number of factors, suc
molecular weight of the ablated and background species,
tial plume velocity, plume density, etc. Evidently, if the a
lation rate is not high enough, the plume is too dilute
hydrodynamic effects to play a role, and no snowplow eff
takes place. If the plume velocity is small, furthermo

FIG. 9. Calculated axial distributions of the number density
Al species~a! and of oxygen background~b! for different back-
ground pressures. The distributions are obtained att51 ms from the
beginning of the laser pulse.
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shock waves are not formed because the plume expan
should be at least supersonic for their formation.

D. Plume–ambient gas mixing: Comparison with the
experiments

To investigate the mixing of the plume particles with th
background gas in greater detail, we monitor the density
AlO, which is produced during the laser ablation of the a
minum target in the presence of the oxygen background
Figure 11 shows the spatial distributions of the AlO groun
state number densitynAlO

0 experimentally recorded at differ
ent pressures and for various time delays. The highestnAlO

0

values are observed at the vapor-gas mixing zone, where
interaction between the ablated material and the ambient
is maximum. The results obtained at the background pres
of 70 Pa reveal maximumnAlO

0 at the plume front, in accor-
dance with the snowplough effect. As we have seen from
calculations atP570 Pa, oxygen is deficient at the den
plume center. As a result, no AlO is produced by chemi
reactions near the plume center. Strong mixing, which is
quired for the efficient AlO production, is realized only in th
compressed layer, resulting in the preferential formation
the AlO in this zone. However, thenAlO

0 maps obtained in the
experiments at oxygen pressure of 13 Pa demonstrate a
matic change in the plume expansion mode. Initially, t
maximum nAlO

0 values are near the plume edge and at
plume symmetry axis, as at higher pressures. After a cer

f FIG. 10. The same as in Fig. 8, but att52.7ms from the be-
ginning of the laser pulse.
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FIG. 11. Contour maps of the experimentally measured A
ground-state population densities as a function of time for differ
experimental conditions. Plots~a!, ~b!, and ~c! correspond to lase
ablation of Al in O2 at Pb570 Pa att52, 3, and 8ms, respectively.
Plots ~d!, ~e!, and ~f! show the same distributions atPb513 Pa.
Numbers indicate maximum and minimum density values in a
trary units.
06640
time, however, the maximumnAlO
0 is not detected near th

symmetry axis, but at the plume periphery.
The observation of maximumnAlO

0 at the plume periphery
was previously attributed to the formation of vortices in t
gas flow@28#. In fact, an analogy with an underexpanded
indicated the possibility of such a flow structure as a resul
the viscous effects at the plume periphery@28#. In addition,
Ref. @25# also reported the observation of the beginning
vortex formation. The simulation results presented in R
@25# indicated, however, only the backscattering of abla
and ambient gas particles at the plume periphery near
irradiated target, and no circular motion was observed in
velocity flow field. Nevertheless, vortical flows can be e
pected to appear due to the formation of a low-pressure z
behind the expanding plume. The presented simulation p
vides insights into these phenomena.

Typical velocity flow fields obtained from the simulatio
under conditions close to the experimental ones are
sented in Fig. 12. To facilitate the analyses of the flow fiel
the plume and background gas density contours are
shown in the same figure. The distribution of the gas velo
ties demonstrates that background-gas species are entr
in the ablated flow. Furthermore, the velocities of both a
lated and background species decrease remarkably a
plume edge. Backward flows of the ablated particles can
revealed at the back sides of the plume at a radial distanc
about 5 mm. The regions where the backscattering ta
place expand with time. Interestingly, the analyses of
background-gas flow field reveals three different fluxes:~i!
one streaming away with the ablated flow,~ii ! one scattering
in the radial direction and eventually redepositing toget
with the ablated particles, and~iii ! the third one streaming
toward the plume axes. The third flux is caused by the pr
ence of a low background density region that has b

t

i-
d

d

FIG. 12. Spatial distributions of the calculate
number density~a!, ~b! and velocity flow fields
~c!, ~d!. The density values are in 1020 m23.
Here, the plots~a!, ~c! correspond to the ablate
Al species, and the plots~b!, ~c! correspond to the
background species. Here,Pb526 Pa and t
52.7ms.
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ITINA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066406 ~2002!
formed behind the expanding plume@Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!#.
In fact, the background gas could not penetrate into this
gion because it was occupied by the high-density part of
plume. After the plume center has moved away, the ba
ground gas molecules fill up this region. Apparently, most
ablated atoms are unaffected by the presence of this reg

No vortices are thus observed in the calculated velo
flow fields. This result can be explained by several facto
First, at the considered oxygen pressures, the mean free
l ab is comparable with the characteristic plume length. T
background gas is too rarefied for viscous effects to pla
role. In addition, unlike underexpanded jets, the plume
pands much stronger in radial directions and its density
creases faster. As a result, the density at the plume perip
does not reach the values needed for the appearance o
viscose effects, such as vortices. Finally, despite the for
tion of a low-pressure zone behind the plume, it does
give rise to the vortical movement of the plume materi
Instead, this zone is filled up by the nearest background m
ecules.

To determine the flow regions with potentially maximu
nAlO

0 production rate, we consider the calculated distribut
of the product of the number densities of Al and O2,

FIG. 13. Calculated spatial distribution of the product of t
number densities of Al and O2 , np(r ,Z)5nAlnO2

. Here, Pb

513 Pa;~a! t50.6ms, ~b! t51.5ms, and~c! t52.7ms.
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np(r ,Z)5nAlnO ~Fig. 13!. Thenp distribution reveals a sur
prising similarity with the experiments, in spite of the fa
that np represents only one of the factors determining
production of AlO. Most remarkably a spatial distributio
with similar two maxima at the plume periphery can be o
served att56.3ms. These maxima can be explained if w
compare the calculatednp with the velocity flow field. The
comparison indicates that one of the maxima, which is clo
to the target, results from the backward particle fluxes.
fact, the backward fluxes, which are composed of both
lated atoms and gas molecules, have been observed in
calculations. The maximum of these backward flows is at
position of the firstnp maximum. The second maximum re
sults from the dynamics of the plume expansion and mix
with the gas. The ablated particles flying near the plume a
are stronger decelerated by the gas than those flying at
lique directions because of the preferential plume expans
in the direction of the outward target normal. At a certa
time, the plume starts preferentially expanding in radial~ob-
lique! directions. As a result, the plume-gas mixing is mo
intense at the plume periphery than near the plume axis

The observed spatial distributions of thenAlO
0 can be, thus,

explained by the dynamics of the plume-gas interaction
mixing, without appealing to such a complex phenomenon
the vortex. We emphasize, however, that the jet analogy m
be more applicable under different experimental conditio
such as, a longer pulse time, a less-spherical plume, a de
plume and ambient gas, etc. Boundary conditions at the
get can also influence the flow field. Under certain con
tions, furthermore, ablated flows may turn to be turbule
particularly at the zone of plume-gas mixing. The plume v
locity required for this effect should be high enough to ju
tify the criterion for the transition to turbulence, Re.104,
where Re5(U dr)/m is the Reynolds number,U is the flow
velocity, d is the characteristic length,r is the density, andm
is the viscosity. In ablated flows, Re may vary from seve
tens to thousands. In addition, during laser ablation, con
tions can be realized for Rayleigh-Taylor-type instabilities
the plume-gas interface. Both of these effects~turbulence
and instabilities! can, in principle, promote the mixing of th
ablated and background species. These points are beyon
scope of the present paper.

E. Plume expansion with diffuse reflection from the target

To study the role of the boundary conditions at the irra
ated target on the dynamics of laser plume evolution, sev
calculations are performed with diffuse reflection of t
plume and gas species from the target. The obtained den
distributions are shown in Fig. 14. One can observe the
mation of a new density maximum in the vicinity of th
target, in addition to the expanding plume. This seco
‘‘plume’’ is composed of the ablated particles that are sc
tered back to the target and are then reflected. Because a
backscattered ablated species reenter the flow and inte
they form the new maximum near the target. In this case,
in the calculations with the particle absorption at the targ
no vortices are obtained in the velocity flow fields.
6-10
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Similar results, where plume particles formed anoth
density maximum near the target, were previously obser
in several experiments@2,7,39,49#. Unlike the first maxi-
mum, which streams away from the target, the second
was almost stationary. The observation of this stationary
gion was previously attributed to the collisions between
plume ejectants in the high-pressure Knudsen-layer regio
the initial expansion with backward-moving material@7#.
Our results support the role of the backscattering particle
these observations. We note, however, that typically
ejected species are scattered backward during longer
than the lifetime of the Knudsen layer. When ablation
performed in a background gas, the backscattering contin
for several microseconds, whereas the Knudsen layer e
only during the laser pulse@50#.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a combined continuous-microsc
model developed for the simulation of the expansion
laser-induced plasma plumes into background gases. The
veloped approach bridges the gap between the Monte C
modeling of the plume expansion in a low-pressure regim
and hydrodynamical models in the high-pressure regime.
proposed combined LP-DSMC model describes both
high-rate laser ablation and the collective motion of t
laser-ablated species and the background-gas particles
method is applicable for different background pressures,
is particularly suitable for the investigations of such effe
as the mass diffusion and the energy exchange between
plume and the background gas, as well as the transitio
the plume to the free flight regime and the interaction of
ablation products with solid surfaces.

The advantages of the model have allowed us to inve
gate the dynamics of the laser plume expansion for a w
range of background pressure. Three distinct regimes of
laser plume expansion have been unidentified. These reg
include ~i! almost free expansion at small pressure~lower
than 7 Pa for Al in O2), ~ii ! diffusion-driven expansion a
moderate pressures~from 7 up to about 70 Pa in our case!,
and~iii ! strong plume and gas compression~snowplough! at

FIG. 14. Spatial distribution of the plume number density a
function of time obtained in calculation with diffuse reflection fro
the irradiated surface. Here, oxygen pressurePb57 Pa. Simulation
results are obtained att52.7ms from the beginning of the lase
pulse.
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high pressure~higher than 70 Pa!. In the third case, the
plume has been found to equilibrate through pulsations.
effect of the mixing of the plume species with backgroun
gas molecules has been, furthermore, correlated with the
served pressure regimes. Thus, at small pressures, the
species easily penetrate into the plume as soon as the p
density drops down due to the plume expansion. At mode
pressures, and when radial expansion sets in, the mixin
stronger at the plume periphery. At high pressures,
plume-gas mixing is complicated by the formation of t
compressed layers in the plume and in the background
As a result, both the mass and energy exchange betwee
plume and the gas takes place only in the region between
gas and plume density maxima.

Calculation results have been used to investigate
snowplough effect. Based on the calculated density profi
for the plume and the background gas, we have determ
the value of the background pressure, which is needed for
beginning of the plume snowplowing. For the ablation in
O2, this pressure is found to be about 70 Pa. The experim
tal results agree with the calculations.

The simulation results have been, furthermore, compa
with the measured distributions of the ground-state num
density of molecules produced by chemical reactions dur
reactive laser ablation. The density maps of the AlO form
during the laser ablation of aluminum in oxygen have be
analyzed based on the experimental and modeling results
high background pressure~70 Pa!, the maximum ofnAlO

0 has
been found at the plume front near the axis, whereas
maxima have been observed at the plume periphery at lo
pressure~13 Pa!. The comparison of the experimental resu
with the calculated velocity flow field has suggested th
these observations can be explained by the structure of
flow formed as a result of the plume-gas interaction. Th
the maximum, which is closer to the target, results from
backscattered flows of the ablated and gas species. The
ond maximum, which is farther from the target, has be
attributed to the radial plume expansion and plume-gas m
ing at the oblique directions. Thus, our model has allowed
localize the molecular formation during reactive laser ab
tion experiments.

Despite a number of simplifications, the presented mod
ing has provided a physical picture of the complicated p
nomenon of laser plume expansion into a background g
This picture has yielded the explanations of a number
experimental results obtained in the presence of both i
and reactive background gases. The effects of the ba
ground gas on the ablated particles are extremely signific
during the PLD of thin films. In fact, a careful choice of th
filling atmosphere permits the high-rate deposition witho
damage of the films. In addition, thin film qualities, such
the crystalline or amorphous structure, are strongly affec
by the energy of the species arriving at the substrate.
study is of interest for the interpretation of the reactive la
ablation experiments, in which plume-gas mixing is critic
for the reactive molecule production. The developed
proach can be useful to study the formation of nanopartic
during laser ablation.

a
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Finally, we note that we have considered the expansio
laser plasma. The proposed model can be, however, e
adapted for expanding plasmas obtained by a differ
method, as, for example, plasma torch and other techniq
where strong density variations take place.
nd
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